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Antonio Dias w ill exhibit his
papers m ade in Nepal, which com bine a
break from language and an organic
character
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Beginning on August 13, a unique portion of Antonio Dias’
multifaceted production will be revisited: his papers from
Nepal, to be shown in Brazil for the first time. The exhibit
Papéis do Nepal 1977-1986 will run until September 26 at
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Galeria Nara Roesler in Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro, offering in-
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depth insight into the universe of this household name,
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affording a new vision of the whole of his work.
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Through his plurality of themes and processes, Dias
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evidences his refusal to adopt a single perspective of art
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production, preventing viewers from taking comfort in easy
interpretations of his work. In the words of Italian art
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historian Sandro Sprocatti, Dias’ oeuvre projects “an anti-
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perspective situation par excellence, since it denies the
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exclusivity of one single vantage point, not only due to the
representational instability (the substantial ambiguity of
sign and space) but above all because it implies the
plurality of conditions for enjoyment, i.e. the existential
conditions the observer has in relation to others.”
The papers featured in the show were made during a trip
Dias took to Nepal in 1977, to learn how to make
handmade paper. The Nepal phase is a departure from the
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artist’s prior work, which had a strong conceptual leaning,
used then-fledgling media like video, and created a visual
lexicon that encompassed pop elements, geometrical
planes defined by color and words.
Systematically repeated and scrambled within itself, this
repertoire questioned the character of social convention
and artistic institution as a producer of coded, clearly

bandeira / trabalho, 1981

divided meanings, validated by an international system of

handmade nepal paper, cellulose, clay,

insertion and representativeness to which the regional

graphite and iron oxide

must submit – made evident in the artworks’ English titles,

58 x 83 cm

as in the famed The Illustration of Art series.
Much more than providing a medium, the large geometrical
planes of handmade paper are artworks in their own right.
Their colors stem from the addition, during manufacturing,
of natural elements – like tea, earth, ashes and curry –,
incorporating the production process as a component and
an additional signifier of the pieces. Created jointly with
artisans in a Nepalese paper factory, they subvert the issue
of authorial unity in their genesis and even their titles,
given by some of the workmen, like Niranjanirakhar.

demarcando território, 1982
mixed media on nepal paper
55 x 88 cm

Or, as the artist himself put it in an interview, “What
interests me the most is the connection between the
production of this work and its producers... While they
labored materially in production, some of them also
imprinted a symbolical reading onto the product.”
The Nepalese word Niranjanirakhar, which means Nothing,
is a good synthesis of the ambivalence of meanings
contained in this set of works. While their post-conceptual

trabalhando na fornalha, 1986

and procedural premise reiterates the need for the

mixed media on nepal paper

spectator to build significance, eliciting awareness and an

57 x 81,5 cm

active stance that goes beyond the imagetic surface of the
artworks, their silence carries a near-mystical character,
due to their own imperfect, organic materiality. And then
there is the contamination of significance by territoriality, a
theme the artist holds dear.
It is worth quoting Sandro Sprocatti again: “In both cases,
figures ‘imported’ from the artist’s past works take on new
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meanings when in touch with the cultural sphere that
witnessed their birth. As a result, the piece (also
understood as work) becomes endowed with a symbolical
depth that is at once improbable and exact. Likewise, the
post-conceptual syntax of the installations finds new
reasons of pertinence inside a mystic dimension that bears
little connection with the West and its history.”

about the artist
Antonio Dias was born in 1944 in Campina Grande, Paraíba.
He lives and works between Rio de Janeiro and Milan. His
works are featured in leading international collections,
such as: MoMA, New York, USA; Ludwig Museum, Cologne,
Germany ; Daros Collection, Zurich, Switzerland; Städtische
Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich, Germany; Museo de Arte
Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
and Centro Studi e Archivio della Comunicazione, Università
de Parma, Italy, and in renown Brazilian collections such as:
Museum of Modern Art in Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro;
Paraná Museum of Contemporary Art, Curitiba; National
Museum of Fine Arts, Rio de Janeiro; São Paulo Museum of
Modern Art, São Paulo; Itaú Cultural, São Paulo; São Paulo
State Art Gallery - Pinacoteca, São Paulo; Museum of
Contemporary Art of the University of São Paulo, São
Paulo; Aloisio Magalhães Museum of Modern Art, Recife;
and the Niterói Contemporary Art Museum/Sattamini
Collection, Niterói.

about the gallery
Galeria Nara Roesler is a leading contemporary art gallery,
representing seminal Brazilian artists who emerged in the
1960s as well as pre-eminent mid-career artists who
dialogue with the currents put forth by those historical
figures. Founded by Nara Roesler in 1989 and led by Nara
and her sons, Alexandre and Daniel Roesler, the gallery has
consistently fomented curatorial innovation over the last
twenty-five years, all the while maintaining the highest
quality standards in art production. This was achieved by
developing a strict, thorough, exhibitions program created
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in close collaboration with its artists; implementing and
maintaining the Roesler Hotel program, a platform for
curatorial projects; and providing continuous support to
artists beyond the boundaries of gallery space by working
with institutions and curators in off-site shows, to present
innovative initiatives and exciting projects. With a stable
that includes groundbreakers – such as Abraham Palatnik,
Antonio Dias, Hélio Oiticica, Paulo Bruscky, and Tomie
Ohtake – and a younger generation led by Artur Lescher,
Carlito Carvalhosa, Lucia Koch, Marcos Chaves, Melanie
Smith, and Virginia de Medeiros, the gallery honors its
commitment to preserving the legacy of historical figures
while supporting the growing practices of emerging and
established artists both locally and internationally. In
addition to doubling its São Paulo exhibition space in 2012,
in 2014 the gallery opened its new branch in Rio de Janeiro,
fulfilling its mission of being a vibrant, influential force
within the art world.
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